
Some people argue that it is more important to have an enjoyable job than to earn a lot of money. 
Others disagree and think that a good salary leads to a better life.

Discuss both these views and give your own opinion.     I.TR.T3

              ******************************************

going to work, People want to earn money , but it is important to get great satisfaction from their job 
because they spend more time in at working. Better life the same as happiness not only ensues from a 
money maker position but also needs an enjoyable occupation. 

On the one hand, it is undeniable, working for money, people want to manage their life’slives, nobody 
likes to depends upon families others for a daily expenditures, and every one has a strong ambition to 
be onenjoy welfare.  That  is why a job with sufficient revenue plays an inevitable role in the life  and 
equating  wealth with success, most people believe  that if they have a finance financial means/ability 
as a result of well paid job, they will have a suitable life.

On the other hand, task roles, and how public opinion thinks/feels about that is very important. For 
instance , teachers enjoy their position and have  a high respect in societies and because of that they 
enjoy their position and life in spite of less revenue. Moreover, people like to work in a reputed 
company in comparison to a small firms. Working in those well known companies is a status 
symbol/source of pride/brand  and employees think they are effective and have special 
talents/capability because of working in those companies.

In addition, the office environment and the relation among colleagues and between the manger and 
the employees are very effective in the work satisfactions. In friendly environments employees feel an 
enjoyable sense and they are satisfied by that.  For example I resigned from my position ten years 
ago, because  I had find found that  there was not a suitable and friendly situation.       

To sum up, I believe, that though, money making is an one of the important aspects of job 
satisfaction, others points are important and we can notcannot ignore them. Enjoyable jobs are not 
only related to a good salary, but also it depends on social aspects of themjob. 


